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1 Context

This paper comes from practical considerations [5]. It considers a client-server
system made up of an arbitrary large number of clients that access a single
server. To access the server, a client issues an input request and possibly waits
for an answer. Then, the server processes the client input and sends back the
result (if any) to the client.

The system is unreliable in the following way: clients can fail by crashing.
This means a client behaves correctly until it possibly crashes. When a client
fails, it stops its execution and never recovers. The implementation of the server
relies on a TMR approach (Triple Modular Redundancy): it is made up of three
server processes (in short processes). Each process processes every client input.
Among the three processes, at most one of them can be faulty. Moreover, it can
fail by exhibiting an arbitrary behavior. It is assumed that each process can sign
the messages it sends, and authenticate the messages it receives from the other
processes.

The system is synchronous in the following way. Local computations consume
no time, and all communication delays are bounded. More precisely, D (resp. d)
is an upper bound for the communication delays between any pair made up
of a client and a correct process (resp. any pair of correct processes). Due to
the geographic dispersion of clients and the locality of the processes implement-
ing the server, we have d << D. Moreover, the clocks of the three processes
implementing the TMR subsystem are assumed to be perfectly synchronized [6].

2 The Problem

The problem we address is the implementation of a correct TMR-based server.
To this end, the correct processes (at least two) implementing the server must
have mutually consistent copies of the state of the service they implement. This
is obtained by requiring correct processes to order the client inputs in the same
way before processing them according to this order [4]. This ordering is typically
achieved by Atomic Broadcast protocols [1,3]. Moreover, every input has to be
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verified before processing, which involves accessing client-related data (such as
authentication keys, input history, client privileges, credit limits, etc.). Owing
to a large number of potential clients, this client-related data will be large and
have to be stored in a disk. A process receiving input directly from a client must
access this disk, and this can be time-consuming. A process receiving an input
forwarded by a replica should also verify the input, since the forwarding process
may be faulty: it may not have verified the input properly or, even worse, may
be replaying an old input as a newly received one. To avoid other disk accesses,
our approach verifies forwarded inputs through matching: the process waits for
the ordered delivery of another identical input. So, if the forwarded input is re-
played/invented or if it has been sent only to the forwarding process due to client
crash, this input will remain unmatched but will not cause unwarranted verifica-
tion. Let us also note that this approach requires a time bound so that waiting
for the delivery of a matching input can be terminated even if no matching input
occurs. Therefore, we introduce a duration bound (denoted Σ) as an essential
requirement: every input (either directly received from a client or forwarded) is
systematically discarded from a server process address space within at most Σ
time units after it has been received. Note that, without this requirement, server
processes should have an infinite memory: in fact, a faulty server process could
invent infinitely many inputs and forward them to its peers. Such inputs would
never match with another input and thus, without a time requirement, would
never be discarded.

The novelty here comes from the fact that Atomic Broadcast has to be en-
sured despite the combined effects of the bounded lifetime Σ, the Byzantine
server process, and the client crash failures. These constraints actually define a
new problem that we call Σ-constrained Atomic Broadcast. A protocol solving
the Σ-constrained Atomic Broadcast problem is called Σ-ordering protocol.

3 Results

The full paper [2] focuses on the family of Σ-ordering protocols. It presents two
original results. First, a Σ-ordering protocol is presented; this protocol assumes
Σ > D + 3d. Second, it is shown that it is impossible to design a Σ-ordering
protocol when Σ < D.

3.1 Assumptions on Σ-Ordering Protocols

Let us first remark that, whatever the design of a Σ-ordering protocol, each
input issued by a client is received by none, one, two or the three processes of
the TMR subsystem (this depends on whether the client crashes or not when it
issues the input). Then, the dissemination of copies of a client input among the
processes depends on the protocol.

As far as the copies of a client input is concerned, a Σ-ordering protocol has
the following three characteristics:
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– A Σ-ordering protocol may force a process receiving an input (either directly
from the client or from another process) to forward this input to none, one
or the two other processes. This is the forwarding policy associated with the
protocol. As a consequence of (1) this policy, (2) the client correctness, and
(3) the correctness of the forwarding process, a process may have zero, one
or more copies of an input, at the same time.

– When a Σ-ordering protocol requires a process to forward the client input
it has received, it can permit some delay α (with α ≤ Σ) to elapse between
the reception of an input and its forwarding. This is the delay policy of the
protocol.

– A last feature of a Σ-ordering protocol lies in the number of input copies
that a process must simultaneously have for ordering that input. This is the
decision policy of the protocol.

3.2 Sketch of the Protocol

The proposed protocol uses an underlying Timed Atomic Broadcast proto-
col [1,3] (the timed atomic broadcast protocol described in [1] can be imple-
mented in the TMR subsystem defined previously). Let TA-broadcast and TA-
deliver be the two primitives defined by such a protocol. They ensure that all
messages that are TA-broadcast by correct processes are TA-delivered to them.
Moreover, the correct processes TA-deliver the same set of messages and these
TA-deliveries occur in the same order. Finally, they satisfy the following timeli-
ness property: a message that is TA-broadcast at time t is TA-delivered by every
correct process before time t + ∆. In the context of the TMR subsystem (with
three processes, at most one faulty (Byzantine) process, message signatures, per-
fectly synchronized clocks, and an upper bound d on message transfer delays),
we have ∆ = 2d.

The proposed Σ-ordering protocol is designed according to the following
principles. When a server process pi receives a valid input1 directly from a client,
it makes up a signed message m including this input, the current value of the
clock and its identity. Then, it TA-broadcasts this message (forwarding policy)
and does it immediately (delay policy α = 0). A correct process orders a client
input as soon as it has TA-delivered two messages including this input (decision
policy). Note that, if a client is correct, each input µ of that client is received
exactly once by each process. Since there are at least two correct processes,
there will be at least two TA-broadcast invocations (by two different senders)
with messages having µ as input field. So, each correct process will TA-deliver
at least two messages containing µ as input field.

Due to the “Σ (bounded lifetime) constraint”, every input stored in a pro-
cess local memory is discarded Σ time units after it has been received. So, a
crucial point in the design of the protocol is to ensure that, for each input µ
from a correct client, at least two messages with an input field equal to µ will
simultaneously be present in the local memory of at least two correct processes.
1 i.e., an input verified by accessing the disk where client related data is stored.
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This intuitively explains why those messages must not be removed too quickly
due to the Σ bound, and why the protocol requires Σ > D + ∆ + d = D + 3d.
The protocol ensures that two TA-broadcasts concerning the same input from a
correct client, but issued by two different correct processes, will always have an
“overlapping period” in the local memory.

The other important issue in the design of the protocol lies in ensuring that,
despite the attempts from the faulty process to replay obsolete client inputs (or
play false client inputs), any input ordered by correct processes is a client input
and no client input is ordered more than once. The proposed protocol ensures
this property by forcing processes to preventively discard messages (even before
their lifetime Σ has elapsed) as soon as this discarding operation can be safely
performed. The proof shows that no message is discarded too early (any input
from a correct client is ordered at least once) or too late (any input is ordered
at most once by a correct process). It also shows that the inputs from correct
clients are actually ordered, and that the correct processes order the inputs in
the same way.

3.3 The Impossibility Result

In the full paper [2], two lemmas are first proved. They show that, for every Σ-
ordering protocol, only inputs received directly from clients may be forwarded
(Lemma 1), and no process is allowed to order an input unless it simultaneously
has at least two copies (from different sources) of this input (Lemma 2). Then,
these Lemmas are used to construct a scenario showing no Σ-ordering protocol
can be designed when Σ < D. The following theorem is proved by contradiction.

Theorem 1. Let Σ be a constant. There is no Σ-ordering protocol if Σ < D.

Proofs of the protocol and of the impossibility result can be found in [2].
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